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© 1996-2020, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Article Jane Newsom. Last updated: Monday, August 24, 2020.AP Environmental Science is equivalent to a college-level introductory course where students learn about the scientific principles and methods needed to understand the natural world. The course covers the identification and analysis of human and
natural environmental problems, the risks associated with these problems and potential solutions. AP Environmental Science requires 2 years of high school laboratory sciences (one physical and one life sciences) and 1 year of algebra. Below we cover the course, exams and our selections for the best BOOKS AP Environmental Science, Flashcards and
Review Guides for the 2021 test year, but if you simply can't wait, here's a short list: Environmental sciences can be a great choice for students who want to either jump straight into more advanced environmental science courses or just meet the general scientific requirement. Regardless of your motivation for studying AP environmental science, we are here
to help you succeed! You're starting college soon? Did you know that you can qualify for the free 6-month trial of an Amazon Prime Student? Get fast, FREE shipping on over 100 million items, stream thousands of TV shows and movies and get exclusive college deals! A full course description for AP Environmental Science is available at
collegeboard.org.There are 6 broad topics covered by AP Environmental Science, and they form the basis of the course:Science is a process: Science is a method of learning about the world. It constantly changes our understanding of how the world works, and it's not static. Energy conservation Basic all ecological processes: Energy cannot be created, it
must come from somewhere. As it flows through the system, the useful amount of energy decreases at every turn. Earth is one interconnected system: Natural systems can change over space and time. Different biological systems have different abilities to recover from the disorder. Humans change natural systems: Humans change and affect the
environment for millions of years. Technology and population growth have increased both the rate and scale of human impact on the environment. Environmental problems have a social and cultural context:Developing solutions to environmental problems requires understanding of cultural, social and economic factors. Human survival depends on the
development of practices that will achieve sustainable systems:Managing common resources is essential, and a combination of development and conservation is needed. Each of these topics is covered by the AP Environmental Science Exam, in different proportions. Students taking the AP Environmental Science Exam must demonstrate knowledge of the
above concepts and topics. Mastery of students is assessed by a 3-hour exam containing questions in both choice or format of the free response. The exam is divided into 2 parts, with the multiple choice section accounting for 60% and the free answer accounting for 40% of the final score between 1 and 5.Section 1: Multiple choice90 minutes and covering
multiple topics and topics. Questions organized in sets with a common theme and individually. It accounts for 60% of the final result. Points are awarded for each correct answer, and points are not deducted for incorrect or unanswered questions. Section 2: The free answer is 90 minutes long and contains 4 open questions. It accounts for 40% of the final
dataset score.1 based on, 1 document-based issue, 2 synthesis and evaluation. Students are asked to analyze the general question in psychology, using topics and concepts from the topics above. For exam dates, check out The College Board AP Calendar.Best AP Environmental Science BooksAP Environmental Science has several strong candidates for
the best textbooks and review guides we've ranked for you above. Continue with detailed information about each of them! AP Environmental Science Crash CourseEditor's ChoicePros: Target focus on exam-specific content. Cons: Fewer practice tests than some of the books on this list. Best for: Last-minute review leading up to the test. Our rating: 5/5Our
top recommendation for AP environmental science students in general, is the AP Environmental Science Crash Course. It's hyper focused on just the important concepts you need for the test, and it cuts out all the filler. The full list of features includes:Full length test practices with detailed explanations. Proven testing strategies for multiple choice and free
response sections. Focused overview of important content for exams. Due to the narrow focus, this choice may not be suitable for students seeking a more comprehensive review. On the other hand, we recommend it to students in the days that get over it. Barron's AP Environmental SciencePros: Strong and well-organized amenities. Cons: Text can be
confusing in some sections. Best for: Complimenting the necessary textbooks of the course for learning throughout the course. Our rating: 4.5/5Barron's AP Environmental Science is another top choice for 2020. It is full of useful information and works well as a research assistant throughout the course. The full list of features for this book includes:5 full-length
practice tests (2 printed and 3 online). Hundreds of diagrams, charts, figures, and illustrations. A detailed overview of all test topics with practice questions after each section. This is a solid choice for any student given the AP Environmental Science course and exam. It has tons of useful online bonus material. Fans of other Barron's subject guides should
definitely check this one. SHOOTING AP Environmental Science ExamPros: A Well-Organized and Comprehensive Review Topics. Cons: Limited resources to test practices. Best for: Add context to other required course textbooks, etc. Our rating: 4.5/5Princeton Review puts high quality review guides in most AP subjects, and AP Environmental Science is
no exception. This book does a solid job of covering the important material covered by the exam, in a logical and simple way. Features include:2 Full-length practice tests. Glossary of key terms. Practice drills at the end of each section. Online study plans and more. This book serves as a good addition to other necessary course textbooks. The Princeton
Review does a good job of presenting course topics, and the book comes with lots of online content.5 Steps to 5: AP Environmental SciencePros: Practice tests are top notch. Cons: Less detail and depth than some of the guides on this list. Best for: A year of help to learn to boast of tutorial courses. Our rating: 4.0/55 Steps to 5 AP Environmental Science
round out our list of the best AP Environmental Science Books for 2020. It's a pretty good resource, and it has great practice tests. Features include:3 Full Length Practice TestsProductive Strategies for Multiple Choice and Free Response Departments. Hundreds of practice questions with detailed answers. Comprehensive review of exams and formats.
Overall, 5 steps to 5 AP Environmental Science didn't quite make it to the top of our list, but it's still a valid choice for any student. It best serves as an add-on to other course textbooks and has an amount of valuable content. Whether you're getting an early start or crunched in time, there's something in 5 steps to 5 for everyone. The best AP Environmental
Science FlashcardsU addition to the aforementioned excellent books, AP Environmental Science students will see significant benefits in preparing for the exam using a flashcard. Our top picks for the best AP Environmental Sciences Flashcards are listed below. Barron's AP Environmental Science Flash CardsEditor's ChoicePros: Well organized and
comprehensive. Cons: Some of the cards are relatively simple. Our rating: 4.5/5Barron's AP Environmental Science Flash Cards serves as a fantastic way to remember key facts and exam-tested information in a way that's fun and fun. That's a big compliment to Barron's AP Guide to Environmental Science, or any of the other above said. Key features
include:More than 450 flashcards. It covers all 6 topics from the AP Environmental Science course. Access to the full-length bonus practice test. We fully recommend flashcards in addition to any full length of tutorials or tutorials. Barron's are our #1 ap environmental science flashcards. Remembering key concepts can be quite a job. With these flashcards, the
task is easier and far less mind-numbing. Wrapping UpAP Environmental Science is a popular choice for looking for or get a jump start at the college level of scientific requirements or interest in environmental science. With so much information to absorb in the course, additional guides and flashcards can be critical to success for many students. Our
comprehensive list of the best AP books on environmental science is listed above. Which is right for you will largely depend on your specific circumstances. To recap our list of recommendations:Top Overall RecommendationAP Environmental Science Crash CourseTop Pick For Course SupplementBarron's AP Environmental ScienceTop Pick For Last
Minute PrepAP Environmental Science Crash CourseTop Pick For FlashcardsBarron's AP Environmental Science Flash Cards Top pick for the AP Environmental Science Book of 2020 is the Environmental AP Science Crash Course. It has a very narrow focus on specific exam content and works great for students in the final stage of preparation before
exams. For students facing less time, Barron's AP book on environmental science and Flash cards are great as a comprehensive overview. Regardless of your circumstances, complementary study and review materials are a key part of ensuring exam success. We've listed some of the best AP Environmental Science resources available. Learn happily and
hard! Sources and further reading reading
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